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Dear Mam, I really appreciate the efforts of you and each
teacher, who at this time of world emergency are stuck to the
goal of nurturing the mind of our next generation. Today my kid
attended the first session. We admire the dedication from your
end, we as a parent shall not be far behind in making this work.
Thanks to you and the entire staff. God Bless
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As a parent, I am really delighted to see how the Army School
Teachers are methodogicaly keeping the Students engaged and
enriched through online classes.
Inspite of lot of negativity around due to lockdown, it is
remarkable how, in a dedicated way the teachers are pouring
their heart and soul out and keeping the classes going.
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Kudos to the teachers.. 🙏
I as a parent is feeling very good with the efforts that teachers
are taking in the online classes.....the method, content and
concept clarity is way above my expectations....
Thank you all for working so hard for our children
Regards Aanchal
Hello , this is Harini, Udbhav's mother.
Thank you for the initiation and the efforts for online education.
Good afternoon madam, This is J Ananya father
Madam it was very pleasant and good this way of teaching..my
daughter enjoyed a lot and good to learn in new way of teaching
All the online classes were really good as Prithvi was watching
very keenly. Thanx to all the teachers for imparting interesting
instructions. Regards
Feed back for online classes during Lockdown.
We are very grateful and thanks to APS school team to take
decision for children, making teaching and learning more
convenient.
A detailed weekly time table had been sent by the class teacher
which helped the parents and students to do their work
systematically. Class and section wise group are made where all
subjects teachers come according to scheduled time table and
teach the children with videos, audios and worksheets. It is very
useful effective teaching classes for children to make them busy.

Thankyou so much.
Regards
Shweta Harde,
Mother of Sharanaya Harde
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1)online classes are very useful in this present situation .
2) Thank you so much mam to all your team work
3) Children also engaged and passing quality time with ur
activities they r doing with fun.
4) children also came to know the improvisation with things
what z available with them
Thnk you fr evrythng....evn though u hve d pain dat holidays
mein bhi kaam karna pad raha hai...u guys r nt showing dat in Ur
wrk
Awesome
Few teachers will b lyk aa video post karenge ho jayega aaj ka
class bt u guys r nt doing so
Taking references frm diff diff places n doin ur best...
Hi Ma'am,
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Sending this message to thank all the teachers and the school
management of APS Golconda for initiating online
classes🙏.When I read the message about online classes I felt
how dedicatedly the school management and teachers are
working and thinking for the upbringing and development of the
children. The teachers are taking extra effort for making child
understand the subject through sharing animation videos, notes,
worksheets, personal teaching videos etc. Kudos and you
deserve👏👏👏👏👏During this pandemic, starting online classes
are really helpful. They are keeping the students busy the whole
day and even as parents we are knowing the methodologies each
and every subject teacher is following. Going forward, once the
school starts we will know how teacher is teaching, seeing their
books and we can revise them in the similar manner. Students
are happy too to see the different animation videos shared by
the teachers which is making them grasp topics more easier(in
normal classes they are missing this videos) and thanks to
Extramarks app.It would be great if you can keep sharing related
videos for the topics taught in school even once the school starts.
Once again I congratulate and thank the management for taking
this initiative and the teachers for their continuous effort for
giving more than 100% and making the foundation strong for the
next generation to be ready. We as parents we owe a lot to you
all and will make sure we will support you in all the ways
needed.Thank You
Yes ma'am..it's very intresting..and my kid also very interesting
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to do work...like watching videos..and doing home work...we are
happy and thank u all the teachers and principal ..for such a nice
idea...
Dear ma'am, the work done as CW is super. It's like children are
not missing a thing despite of being at home. But 1 small request,
since they are small, they need full guidance and still want to do
all work on their own. Every cw done is also h.w. ..
So if teachers either reduce the cw or Hw. As its taking more of
parents time than kids. As mothers we have both our hands full.
So managing everything is becoming a task. It's a suggestion. If
this can be considered...
Ma'am the online classes
It's very good and we are so happy to see your dedication
towards the children study in the present situation Thank u so
much mam for your efforts.
Really we are happy maam..
I am mother of Lakshit-IV-B Mother
First of all i would like to appreciate all teachers and school
Manageme for tis initiate....before this online session our
children really bored....but now He s busy with his wat u are
giving daily...we are really very happy for that...we always
sapport you all...keep going...children very exited about tis...o
will be a good experience for all of us...Thank you all
Teachers$School Management..
Maam,
At the outset pls accept my heartfelt compliments for ,efforts
rendered by Teachers to intiate the online program.
The online classes for Cl IV is absolutely adequate in terms Nos of
Subject per day. Methodology with diction for tutorials suits the
Child's mindset .
Best wishes .....Regards
Thank you much for such a good initiative ma'am....
Regards Moksha's mother
Thank you mam.
What you said is true.
It's my personal experience.
My kid is totally involved and happy to complete her work in the
form of written and Audio-visual experience. I am also happy as
the teachers are becoming tech-friendly.(teacher parent
feedback)
An excellent approach by teachers of APS golconda in dealing
with the chronic isolation of children during this pandemic's
lockdown. The online classes through whatsapp is a wonderful
way to keep the ciriculam going and keeping the children
engaged. The learning by this means has brought more of an
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enthusiasm and fun... Great job.
Rahil enjoying all ur videos....just a feed back for ur efforts mam
Maam my appreciation to all you teachers for the first successful
session. May this be fruitful to these young minds which have
been wandering wrongly because of no school.
Regards
Neha
Good afternoon ma'am
I received three parents feedback. They appreciated the way
classes were conducted. Parents said that children were excited
to learn in a different way.
Good afternoon mam,
Some of the Parents were very much enthusiastic,As we were
posting our day's task , they were raising queries through
personal whatsapp number, Whether to complete the task in
notes etc. Some of the parents sent the assigned task to my
personal whatsapp no.
They appreciated our school's initiative.
Thank you mam
Lessons may be shared with all one day in advance. This will
generate more flexibility in kids to understand the concept.
Great effort all the very best.

